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THE XXXI OLYMPIAD KICKS OFF IN BRAZIL

Party time in Rio after roller
coaster run-up to the Games
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Rio de Janeiro, 5 August

W

ith a little bit of chaos
and a last-minute
sprint on preparations, Rio de Janeiro was ready
on Friday to revel in a moment
seven years in the making: The
opening of the Olympic Games.
At an evening ceremony in
the famed Maracanã soccer
stadium, Brazil will declare
open the 31st Summer
Olympic Games and the first
ever in South America. They
will run until August 21.
Organisers are hoping the
start of the Games will erase
months of bad publicity for Rio
— from polluted water to faulty
plumbing at the athletes village People pose for pictures with the Olympic rings at the Olympic Equestrian Centre, Rio de Janeiro.
to worries about the Zika virus About 50,000 spectators are expected while more than three billion people tune in around the world
— all against the backdrop of a
the Jardim Botânico don’t see much of the legacy
the biggest security
brutal economic downturn.
neighborhood, near that was promised.”
Security challenges in the operation of the
Brazil’s political crisis could
the lagoon where
will
be
sprawling beachside city are at Games
rowing and canoeing crash the party as interim
the forefront of many people’s deployed.
races will be held. President Michel Temer opens
Some
50,000
mind, not only because of Rio’s
“Like the World Cup, the games. In a bitterly divided
are
decades-old reputation for vio- spectators
it’ll be great to throw country, protesters are encourlent street crime, but also after expected, while more
a good party and mix aging spectators to boo Temer,
a spate of deadly attacks at big than three billion
and small celebrations from people tune in around the with the people from all over.” who took over after the Senate
Like many in Rio, however, voted to subject leftist President
world, as Brazil hosts its secEurope to the United States.
With many of the Games’ ond major sporting event in Ferreira said citizens had not Dilma Rousseff to an impeach11,000 athletes and dozens of two years, after the 2014 soccer received benefits like better ment hearing this month.
Brazil won its bid for the
heads of state in attendance, World Cup. “I think it’s going to transport and sanitation
the first major test of prepared- be great,” said Braulio Ferreira, promised in the Olympic bid: Games back in 2009, when the
ness comes at Maracanã, where 38, who runs a small shop in “It cost a lot of money, but I economy was booming and

Rio’s coffers swelled with royalties from its offshore oil. The
economy is now on track for its
worst recession in a century and
Rousseff is expected to be permanently ousted this month.
In what organisers have
called a low-tech ceremony constrained by the dire economy,
Brazil will showcase its natural
treasures and the cultural riches
created by one of the world’s
most diverse nations.
Samba, Carnival and the
famously fun Brazilian spirit
are expected to play heavily
into the three-hour ceremony,
as will a call to save the planet
from climate change.
One of the most anticipated
moments will be seeing which
famous Brazilian will light the
Olympic cauldron. The odds-on
favorite is soccer legend Pele.
Spokesmen for Pele said he
had received the green light
from his sponsors and doctor,
but the 75-year-old was waiting
to see if he felt well enough.
Before the ceremony, the
Olympic torch will travel to
some of the most well-known
landmarks of the “marvelous
city” — from the Christ the
Redeemer statue atop the lush
green mountains to the striking Pão de Açúcar or Sugar
Loaf rock formation on
Guanabara Bay.

Which Rio you will see will depend on ticket
BLOOMBERG
5 August

Dire news about Rio de Janeiro’s preparation for the 2016 Olympics has been
well documented. But, even if Brazil’s
economy had managed to avoid recession and officials had met all their
infrastructure targets, visitors would
still be arriving in a city that offers
starkly different versions of itself.
Rio’s 32 Olympic venues are scattered among pockets of wealth and
extreme poverty, along its famous
Copacabana beach, and in neighborhoods where the murder rate is as
much as eight times higher than in the
US. Visitors to Rio could come away
with very different impressions of the
city, depending on the events they
choose to attend.
Since being awarded the Olympics
in 2009, Rio officials have been criticised for taking steps to sanitise the
less flattering portions of the city.
Squatters occupying an abandoned
building were evicted by police. Some

A file photo of a salesman holding
tickets at the 2016 Rio Olympics
ticket office in Rio de Janeiro
PHOTO: REUTERS

slum dwellers living near Olympic facilities saw their homes bulldozed to
make way for new roads. Other slums
were concealed from view. Officials
have denied that an apparent sound
barrier erected on the main highway
to and from the airport primarily serves
to hide the sight of sprawling slums
along the route from visitors and athletes. The efforts are reminiscent of the

Chinese government’s efforts to wall
off residential eyesores and close factories to reduce air pollution before the
2008 games in Beijing.
But, no amount of concealment
could hide the diversity of the city’s
neighborhoods. Organisers have clustered the games into four “competition
zones” that span neighborhoods ranging from wealthy and mostly white to
more diverse lower-middle-class areas.
The most recent data that allow analysis on a neighborhood level are from
the 2010 census, though these figures
still reflect the wide gap in wealth
across the city that persists today.
Some of the game’s marquee events,
including track and field and the opening and closing ceremonies, will take
place in the city’s decidedly lower-middle-class areas. But more than half of
the events are based in Barra da Tijuca,
a wealthy planned community developed in the 1970s. With its abundance
of open space, walled-off housing compounds, shopping malls, chain restaurants, and wide thoroughfares, Barra

Who’s watching
Jason Bourne?

Fictional spy’s return to big screen brings along crucial
questions on mass surveillance and privacy

NIKITA PURI

Bengaluru, 5 August

Back in 2002, the big screen
introduced us to a man found
floating in the Mediterranean
Sea. This man, an American,
had no memories of who he
was when Italian fishermen
rescued him from the water.
All he had to tie himself to a
completely wiped-out past
were two gunshot wounds on
his back, and a tiny laser projector embedded in his hip,
which had the number of a
safe deposit box in Zurich.
Fans of Robert Ludlum’s
books immediately recognised this man to be a fictional spy called Jason Bourne,
the protagonist of Ludlum’s
Bourne series. The movie,
called The Bourne Identity
after the first book, featured
Matt Damon as the former spy
who begins a nail-biting
adventure to understand who
he is. Damon returned to the
big screen in India this Friday
with director Paul Greengrass’
Jason Bourne. This is the fifth
instalment of the thriller
series, and a direct sequel to
The Bourne Ultimatum
(2007), also directed by
Greengrass. Effectively, this is
the third time that Greengrass
and Damon are collaborating
for the Bourne series.
While Greengrass’ actionpacked and chaos-driven
scenes have always served the
series well, this time around
fans have another reason to
think about the movie, long
after they’ve left the cinemas.

Directed by Paul Greengrass
(pictured), this is the 5th
instalment of the thriller
series, and a direct sequel to
The Bourne Ultimatum

In the script that Greengrass
has co-written with film editor
Christopher Rouse, the US
Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) uses data from a social
media start-up called Deep
Dream as a new surveillance
measure.
The nexus between surveillance authorities and information technology (IT)-based
businesses is worrying even in
reel life. This indicates the government has moved beyond
traffic cameras and crossed
over to the dark side where
personal privacy is but an unachievable dream. The movie
points to how the tug-of-war
between the concept of privacy and what is perceived as
‘national security’ is a losing
battle for the former.
What brings the ‘reel’ terror closer home is the fact

that surveillance and security
agencies have already begun
to tap into private encrypted
data. The most talked-about
and recent example being
when the US government and
Apple got into a legal battle
when investigators wanted
access to Apple’s encrypted
database for a case.
“The thought of surveillance agencies joining hands
with IT companies is a very
worryingthoughtindeed,”says
cyber security expert Pavan
Duggal. “Online liberties of
people are increasingly getting
impacted and governments
have over-arching powers and,
therefore, expecting that you’ll
have privacy in today’s world is
an erroneous thought.”
The need of the hour, says
Duggal, is to find a balance
betweenprotectionofsovereign
interests and law enforcement
agencies on the one hand and
private players on the other.
While Bourne hops across
countries in his battle against
CIA’s covert operations, that’s
an unlikely scenario for reallife situations. “Just yesterday, a woman’s Facebook and
Instagram accounts were
deactivated while she was
uploading live videos of
police brutality in the US. You
have to limit the privileges
given to law enforcement
agencies. You cannot use the
expectation of the happening
of a crime for tracking sensitive personal data, or more
and more people will be
pushed into using the Dark
Net,” says Duggal.

resembles American suburbia more
than it does the rest of Rio.
Lagoa, one of Rio’s toniest neighborhoods and host of the canoeing and
rowing events, has a median household income more than six times that
of Rio as a whole.
Its monthly income of 11,000 reais
was roughly equivalent to $6,252 in
nominal dollars at the time. So a visitor
who planned to see only rowing in
Lagoa and gymnastics, diving, and tennis in Barra would experience parts of
Rio that are about 90 percent white
and significantly wealthier than the
city as a whole.
Visitors could have a very different
experience in Rio, however. Fans of rugby or whitewater rafting, for instance,
will find themselves far from the city’s
trendy beach districts. The neighborhood of Vila Militar, which hosts the
largest concentration of events after
Barra, is dominated by the presence of
a large military base and surrounded by
some of the city’s poorer and more dangerous neighborhoods.

A FLOOD OF INCONVENIENCE

(Above) Due to heavy
rains, a railway station
was waterlogged in
Mumbai on Friday. (Left)
Public transport was
hit in the city on account
of the incessant rains.
The rains also affected
operations at
Chhatrapati Shivaji
International Airport,
resulting in diversion
of a flight and delaying
other flights by up to
30 minutes
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